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Abstract. In this paper, we describe the specification of communication relationships between objects in a framework for object-oriented conceptual modeling of information systems. In our approach, objects have an observable state and can evolve by the occurrence of events. The possible behavior of objects over time is modeled by a set of admissible object life cycles. A high-level approach to specify systems of interacting objects should provide a means to specify communications between objects explicitly. We introduce language features for the specification of communications and present an approach to transform such relationships into communication channels in order to make implementation easier.

1 Introduction

Object-oriented approaches towards conceptual modeling of dynamic object systems have become very popular. We are of the opinion, however, that a pure object-oriented approach (as promoted by the Object-Oriented Programming community [1]) is not suitable in the conceptual modeling phase. In this stage of development, the system to be developed is described on a very abstract level as seen from the application domain. Object-oriented programming approaches support an operational view instead of a more descriptive view as required in conceptual modeling.

Today, most object-oriented approaches towards domain analysis or UoD-modeling clearly handle structural and dynamic properties separately (see e.g. [2, 3]). On the one hand, the components of the system to be modeled are represented in an object model, on the other hand functional or data flow models are used to describe the behavior of the system. At least in the data flow part, aspects local to objects are mixed up with global issues like communication.

Our approach tries to integrate the description of local properties (be they static or dynamic) into object descriptions. Thus, object descriptions are the units of design. Objects have a local state and a behavior over time which is the sequence of local state transitions (the life cycle of an object). Each state transition can be regarded as an operation on the object’s state. State transitions are called events in our approach since

---

we do not distinguish between suffered or initiated operations. An object description specifies the attributes that characterize the observable state of an object and the possible life cycles an object can go through. Objects can interact by synchronization of events and the exchange of data values during synchronization. A system is modeled as a collection of interacting objects.

Our approach is formally founded. We are of the opinion that the development of safer systems must start already in the early stages as pointed out in [4]. A conceptual specification should be regarded as the formal basis of system development.

We think that relationships are an essential feature of object-oriented conceptual modeling approaches. Relationships between dynamic objects are, however, not as simple as relationships in e.g. the Entity-Relationship model – here, we must be able to specify interactions between objects and dependencies between objects. Other authors have pointed out the need to have relationships in high-level object-oriented modeling [2], but those relationships describe only static relationships between object references. We can identify the following reasons for supporting explicit relationships in conceptual object-oriented modeling:

- Global properties should be separated from local properties of objects. This becomes important when we are in the progress of embedding components into a system context.

- We are able to model communication between components and dependencies between components explicitly. It is unnatural to bury information about relationships into the related objects.

- Explicit relationships help to keep context-dependent interrelationships out of object descriptions. This supports reusability of objects (which now do only contain local descriptions) and make the local assessment or verification of object descriptions (or component descriptions) possible. This clearly helps in reducing the costs to verify or validate system specifications.

- A conceptual model also describes the environment of the system to be implemented. Thus, relationships between objects in the system and objects of the environment can turn out to be descriptions of the functionality of interfaces to the system. Interfaces are introduced by the implementation of the system and are thus not a part of the initial conceptual model of the organization.

Relationships between dynamic objects are essentially communications since all state changes depend on events. It is straightforward to transform relationships into objects that represent communication channels between related instances. This way, we end up in having a model that consists only of objects.

In this paper, we will describe how relationships are specified in a language for object-oriented conceptual modeling of dynamic systems and how such high-level specification constructs are transformed into low-level channel objects. Before focusing on this topic let us first give a brief introduction into our approach to object-oriented conceptual modeling.

2 An Approach to Object-Oriented Conceptual Modeling

Object-oriented conceptual modeling in our view should be integrating the advan-
tages of work on algebraic specification of data types [5, 6] and databases [7, 8], process specification [9, 10], the specification of reactive systems [11], conceptual modeling [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17] and knowledge representation [18, 19, 20]. Our approach bases on the one presented in [21]; further introductions into more recent developments are [22, 23].

In a nutshell, object-oriented conceptual modeling approaches organize system specifications as a collection of discrete object descriptions that incorporate both the description of static local aspects and dynamic local aspects of entities (or objects). Object descriptions are thus encapsulated units of structure and behavior description. An object instance has an internal state that can be observed and changed exclusively through an object interface. In contrast to object-oriented programming languages that emphasize a functional manipulation interface (i.e. methods), object-oriented databases put emphasis on the observable structure of objects (through attributes). We propose to support both views in an equal manner, i.e. the structural properties of objects may be observed through attributes and the behavior of objects may be manipulated through events which are abstractions of state changing operations or methods.

The encapsulation of all local aspects in object descriptions implies that object descriptions are the units of design. Following this perspective, we may model the system and its environment in a uniform way. We achieve in having clean interfaces between components that are part of the environment and components that are to be computerized later on. This approach results in having higher levels of modularity and abstraction in the early phases of system design.

An object description usually is regarded as a description of possible instances of the same kind which is similar to the notion of type in semantic data modeling. In our terminology, an object description is called a template. In object-oriented programming, the notion of type is closely related to (and sometimes even mixed up with) the notion of class. In our view, a class defines a collection of instances of the same type. A class type then is a template along with an identification space, i.e. the set of possible identifiers for instances. The class type describes the potential set of possible instances, whereas a class can be regarded as being a container for the actual time-varying collection of existing instances.

Objects can be composed from other objects (aggregation). Aggregation of objects imposes a part-of relation on a collection of object-descriptions. This kind of inheritance is known from semantic data models where it is used to model objects that appear in several roles in an application.

Object descriptions may also be embedded in a specialization hierarchy. Usually, specialization implies reuse of specification code and allows to treat instances both as instances of the base class and the specialization class. A related concept is generalization that allows to treat conceptually different instances uniformly as instances of the generalization class.

Besides the structuring mechanisms mentioned above, a means to describe the interaction of object instances is needed to specify system dynamics. For conceptual modeling, we have to abstract from implementation-related details that arise from using message-passing and process communication. Communication is modeled conceptually by calling or identifying events of interrelated objects.

Last, but not least system descriptions should be organized in several levels of modularity. That is, we may want to compose a system not only from objects but from subsystems. Therefore, we need to have a means to relate objects from several subsystems. Thus, a framework for object-oriented conceptual modeling should support relationships between objects.
In the semantic domain, we regard objects to be observable processes that communicate through synchronous interactions. Processes are sets of sequences of event occurrences that start with a birth event (creation) and that either end with a death event (destruction) or go on infinitely. Each element of a process is called an object life cycle. A finite prefix of an object life cycle is called a history. A process describes the dynamics of an object instance. An observable state of objects in our approach is a set of attribute-value pairs. The current observable state of an instance is described by a mapping that associates an observable state with each possible history of the object. A detailed description of the semantic domain can be found in [24, 25, 26, 27].

3 Language Features for OO Conceptual Modeling

In this section let us introduce the language TROLL [25, 26] with some examples. A complete introduction to the language can be found in [28].

In a class specification, we specify two things:

- The identification space, i.e. the sort of identifiers for instances and
- the template, i.e. a generic description of instances.

The identification space is defined similar to primary key in data models: we define components of a tuple data type. The sort defined in this way represents the possible identifiers for instances. An identification space is notated as \( cI \) for a class \( c \). For details see [28].

The template consists of a signature declaration and a specification. In the signature declaration, we introduce the attribute and event symbols. These symbols make up the interface of an instance, i.e. we may read the values of the attributes and may invoke or call events from outside the instance. Attributes can be characterized as being derived, i.e. their value is computed from the values of other attributes.

In the event section, we must declare at least one birth event and may declare death events. Other events denote state changes and may have parameters. Parameters have a name and a type and may be marked with the keywords in and out which give hints about the data flow during communication: in-parameters are set by the environment, out-parameters are set by the object and delivered to the environment when the event occurs.

The specification consists of sections for derivation, constraints, valuation, and behavior.

In the derivation-section, we specify how the values of derived attributes depend on the values of other attributes. In the constraints-section, we may specify the possible values of attributes or the possible evolution of attribute values over time. Constraints are formulas of future tense temporal logic [29, 30]. Thus, constraints allow us to declaratively specify the behavior or evolution of instances.

In the valuation-section, we specify how the values of attributes are altered by event occurrences. They can be regarded as being restricted post-conditions for event occurrences similar to expressions of dynamic logic [31].

In the behavior-section, we specify the object life cycles. Due to the variety of behaviors, we may use different formalisms:

- permissions are enabling conditions for events – only if no permission is violated in the current state, an event may occur. Permissions may also refer to previous states of the instance.
• **obligations** are requirements to be fulfilled by every admissible life cycle of the instance.

• **commitments** specify reactions that should occur if certain conditions are fulfilled in the current state.

• **patterns** are explicit specifications of parts of object life cycles similar to process specifications in the language CSP [9].

Let us illustrate class specifications with the specification of an object class **ATM** which describes automatic teller machines (ATMs) that can be found at almost each corner today and allow you to withdraw money by using a cash card:

class ATM
identification
No:nat;
template
attributes
CashOnHand:money;
derived Dispensed:bool;
events
birth setup; death remove;
ready; cancel;
read_card(in C:|CashCard|);
check_card_w_bank(in Acct:nat:, in PIN:nat);
card_accepted; bad_PIN_msg; bad_account_msg;
issue_TA(in Acct:nat,in Amount:money);
TA_failed_msg; eject_card;
dispense_cash(in Amount:money);
constraints
initially CashOnHand = 10000;
derivation
Dispensed = (CashOnHand < 100);
valuation
variables m:money;
[dispense_cash(m)]CashOnHand = CashOnHand - m;
behavior
permissions
variables n:nat; m:money; C:|CashCard|;
{ not Dispensed } read_card(C);
{ m <= CashOnHand } issue_TA(n,m);
patterns
variables n,p:nat; m:money;
process CARD = read_card -> (exists n,p:nat)(check_card_w_bank(n,p))
end process
process TA(n) = (exists m:money)(issue_transaction(n,m) ->
  case
dispense_cash(m);
  TA_failed_msg
  esac)
end process;
(* this is the behavior of the ATM *)
CARD -> case
   bad_account_msg -> eject ; (* or *)
   bad_PIN_msg -> eject ; (* or *)
   card_accepted -> TA -> eject
esac

end class ATM;

The behavior of an ATM for example is quite complex. Our language permits (among other possible ways to specify dynamic behavior) to use a process language to describe the behavior. In the ATM example, we declare the subprocesses CARD and TA(n). CARD says that a read_card event occurrence is followed by an occurrence of check_card\_w\_bank(n,p). The values of the event parameters of check_card\_w\_bank are set by the environment, thus we have to quantify them existentially. In the TA(n) subprocess, an occurrence of the issue\_transaction(n,m) event is followed by either one of dispense\_cash(m) or TA\_failed\_msg. Please note that the parameter n of the process TA has to be regarded as an input parameter. The overall behavior of an ATM during one service session is modeled by the process starting with the CARD subprocess – it is followed by one of the subprocesses in the case selection statement.

The second example is that of a single object that models a bank. Note that we only give a fragment of the specification – space does not permit to model the bank in more detail here. We list only the relevant events that represent important state transitions. We do not model the behavior of the bank concerning these events in this example. The interested reader can find a detailed specification of the bank example in [28].

object Bank
   template
   events
      birth establish; death close\_down;
      ....
      verify_card(in Acct:nat,in PIN:nat,in ATM:|ATM|); 
      no\_such\_account(out ATM:|ATM|); 
      bad\_PIN(out ATM:|ATM|); 
      card\_OK(out ATM:|ATM|); 
      process\_withdrawal(in Acct:nat,in Amount:money,in ATM:|ATM|); 
      TA\_failed(out ATM:|ATM|); TA\_OK(out ATM:|ATM|); 
      ....
   end object Bank;

Last but not least let us introduce the object class ATM\_Customer which is modeled to be a role class of the object class Person. This means that instances of Person can be seen as instances of the object class ATM\_Customer (see also [32, 33]). An object can start playing a role several times in its life and it can play several different roles at the same time. Special events are used for starting and ending to play a role.

class ATM\_Customer
   role of Person:
      template
         attributes
            HasCards: set(|CashCard|); 
         events
            birth bc\_atm\_customer; death cease;
            active insert\_card(in C:|CashCard|, in into:|ATM|);
active enter_PIN(in PIN:nat, in into:|ATM|);  
card_accepted(out by:|ATM|);  
active enter_amount(in M:money, in into:|ATM|);  
active enter_cancel(in into:|ATM|);  
cash_dispensed(out by:|ATM|);  
card_ejected(out by:|ATM|);  
active take_card(in from:|ATM|);  
active take_cash(in from:|ATM|);  
active request_card(in Acct:nat);  
card_assigned(in C:CashCard);  
active give_card_back(in C:CashCard);  

valuation  
variables C:|CashCard|;  
|card_assigned(C)| HasCards = insert(C,HasCards);  
{ in(C,HasCards) } => |give_card_back(C)| HasCards = remove(C,HasCards);  

behavior  

permissions  
variables C,C1:|CashCard|, atm:|ATM|;  
{ in(C,HasCards) } insert_card(C,atm);  
{ sometime after(insert_card(C1,atm))  
  since last after(insert_card(C,atm))  
  enter_PIN(p,atm), enter_cancel(atm);  
{ sometime after(card_accepted(atm))  
  since last after(insert_card(C,atm))  
  enter_amount(m,atm), enter_cancel(atm);  
{ sometime after(cash_dispensed(atm))  
  since last after(insert_card(C,atm))  
  take_cash(atm);  
{ sometime after(card_ejected(atm))  
  since last after(insert_card(C,atm))  
  take_card(atm);  

commitments  
{ after(card_read(atm)) } => enter_PIN(p,atm) or enter_cancel(atm);  
{ after(card_accepted(atm)) } =>  
  enter_amount(m,atm) or enter_cancel(atm);  
{ after(cash_dispensed(atm)) } => take_cash(atm);  
{ after(card_ejected(atm)) } => take_card(atm);  

d end class ATMCustomer;

In this example, we specify the behavior of an ATMCustomer by permissions and commitments. This way, we may describe fairly unrestricted behavior patterns. In the permissions-section, we state preconditions for event occurrences. These preconditions may also refer to states or event occurrences in the past — we may use a past tense temporal logic dialect to specify permissions. Permissions state that something bad cannot happen in the life of an ATMCustomer instance. In the commitments-section we specify that once the preconditions hold in the current state of an object, it has to fulfill the goals as soon as possible in an active way.

Please note that some events are declared to be active. These are the events that can occur on the initiative of an instance of ATMCustomer. This way we are able to model the unpredictable behavior of objects in the environment of the system to be implemented.
4 Language Features for the Specification of Relationships

In this section, we now want to describe the language features in TROLL that support the putting of separately defined objects or object classes into a global context, i.e. how systems of interacting objects can be build by relating components.

Recall that object descriptions and class definitions are the units of design. In the problem domains we want to model we encounter organizational structures that do not correspond to some complex object – remote and separate objects are connected.

In TROLL, we allow for the specification of global constraints and global communications. Global constraints make the specification of inter-object dependencies possible. Global constraints enable us to specify how the dynamic behavior of a system of objects is composed from the local behavior of objects and the interaction between objects. For dynamic information systems, this is the most crucial part. We will not say anything about global constraints in this paper but will elaborate on global communications.

As a first example let us describe how an ATM (which is assumed to operate remotely) communicates with the Bank.

relationship RemoteTransaction between Bank, ATM interaction

variables atm: |ATM|; n,p:nat; m:money;
/* Card checking business */
ATM(atm).check_card_w_bank(n,p) >> Bank.verify_card(n,p,atm);
Bank.no_such_account(atm) >> ATM(atm).bad_account_msg;
Bank.bad_PIN(atm) >> ATM(atm).bad_PIN_msg;
Bank.card_OK(atm) >> ATM(atm).card_accepted;
/* bank transaction business */
ATM(atm).issue_TA(n,m) >> Bank.process_withdrawal(n,m,atm);
Bank.TA_failed(atm) >> ATM(atm).TA_failed_msg;
Bank.TA_OK(atm,m) >> ATM(atm).dispense_cash(m);
end relationship RemoteTransaction;

In the example, we state calling relationships between events of the Bank instance and an ATM instance. Event calling means asymmetric synchronous communication. By specifying synchronous communication we abstract from implementation-related issues concerning communication protocols.

The calling relation e1 >> e2 between two events e1 and e2 states that whenever e1 occurs, then e2 must occur, too. e2, however, may occur without e1 being obliged to occur also. Thus, we are able to express a causality in communications.

In our example, we specified point-to-point communication. By the selector ATM(atm) (with the variable atm bound to an identifier for instances of the class ATM) we refer to exactly one instance of the class ATM.

Variables in selectors and events are used to describe the data flow during communication. In the first calling clause,

ATM(atm).check_card_w_bank(n,p) >> Bank.verify_card(n,p,atm);

the variables atm, n and p are bound to values in the calling event ATM(atm).check_card_w_bank(n,p). The called event Bank.verify_card(n,p,atm) then uses these bindings.

Let us now specify the communication between a user of an ATM and an ATM. In this specification, we specify precedence relationships between callings and thus describe
a script. These precedence relationships are specified using temporal preconditions for events. They refer to the history of the communicating instances and guard the interaction: A specified communication can only occur if the precondition holds in the current state.

relationship UseATM between ATM, Customer

interaction

variables C: | ATM, Customer |; atm: | ATM |; CC: | CashCard |; p: nat; m: money;
Customer(C).insert_card(CC, atm) \( \Rightarrow \) ATM(atm).read_card(CC);
{ after(Customers(C).insert_card(CC, atm)) } \( \Rightarrow \)
Customer(C).enter_PIN(p, atm) \( \Rightarrow \)
ATM(atm).check_card_w_bank(CashCard(CC).ForAcct, p);
Customer(C).enter_cancel(atm) \( \Rightarrow \) ATM(atm).cancel;
{ after(Customers(C).enter_PIN(p, atm)) } \( \Rightarrow \)
ATM(atm).card_OK \( \Rightarrow \) Customer(C).card_accepted(atm);
{ after(Customers(C).insert_card(CC, atm)) } \( \Rightarrow \)
Customer(C).enter_amount(m, atm) \( \Rightarrow \)
ATM(atm).issue_TA(CashCard(CC).ForAcct, m, atm);
{ after(Customers(C).enter_amount(m, atm)) } \( \Rightarrow \)
ATM(atm).dispense_cash(m) \( \Rightarrow \) Customer(C).cash_dispensed;
Customer(C).take_cash(atm) \( \Rightarrow \) ATM(atm).eject_card;
{ after(Customers(C).insert_card(CC, atm)) } \( \Rightarrow \)
ATM(atm).eject_card \( \Rightarrow \) Customer(C).take_card(atm);
Customer(C).take_card(atm) \( \Rightarrow \) ATM(atm).ready;
end relationship;

Take e.g. the following clause:

{ after(Customers(C).insert_card(CC, atm)) } \( \Rightarrow \)
Customer(C).enter_PIN(p, atm) \( \Rightarrow \)
ATM(atm).check_card_w_bank(CashCard(CC).ForAcct, p);

The communication can only take place if the guarding condition is true, here if the temporal term after(Customers(C).insert_card(CC, atm)) is true.

Let us now describe how relationships can be represented as communication channel objects.

5 Relationships as Communication Channels

In order to implement relationships, we have to transform them into more primitive structures. Basically, the approach is to transform a relationship into a channel object that is shared between the communicating instances. Each communication clause is transformed into a communication event of the channel object.

The goal is to achieve in having an equivalent representation of the system of communicating objects with just one concept (the object concept) instead of two (objects and relationships). Relationships are very convenient for modeling, but for implementation they must be transformed into simpler operational structures. Using the channel approach described below, actors and communications are described uniformly. It is quite straightforward to look at a structure of base objects and channel objects as an abstract description of a distributed object system [34].

A few words about object inclusion are in order here. Object inclusion is the basic mechanism to put objects together. Object inclusion means that an object is included
in another object such that no local property of the included object is violated. That means that the state of the included object cannot be altered directly from outside that object – this has to be done by interaction. It also means that an included object can only behave in the specified way. It may, however, be restricted in that it is not able to go through each admissible life cycle anymore.

Let us now describe the channel object that is the result of transforming the relationship RemoteTransaction.

```plaintext
object class RemoteTransaction
  identification
    ATM: |ATM|;
  template
    events
      birth setup; death close;
      check_card(n,p);
      no_such_account;
      bad_PIN;
      card_OK;
      issue_TA(n,m);
      TA_failed;
      TA_OK(m);
end object class RemoteTransaction;
```

The resulting channel object is very simple since in the relationship RemoteTransaction we do not impose any precedence relationships on the communications.

To establish instances of the object class RemoteTransaction as communication channel between the Bank instance and the ATM instances we must modify the templates of the object Bank and the object class ATM. We must specify that a specific instance of the object class RemoteTransaction is shared by an ATM and the bank as a channel object. Furthermore, we must specify the interactions between events in the base objects and the events in the channel object that represent the communications. For the Bank object, this is specified in the following way:

```plaintext
object Bank
  template
    including R in RemoteTransaction;
    ...
  events
    birth establish; death close_down;
    ....
    verify_card(in Acct:nat,in PIN:nat,in ATM: |ATM|);
    no_such_account(out ATM: |ATM|);
    bad_PIN(out ATM: |ATM|); card_OK(out ATM: |ATM|);
    process_withdrawal(in Acct:nat,in Amount:money,in ATM: |ATM|);
    TA_failed(out ATM: |ATM|); TA_OK(out ATM: |ATM|);
    ....
  interaction
    variables atm: |ATM|, n,p:nat,m:money;
    RemoteTransaction(atm).check_card(n,p) >> verify_card(n,p,atm);
    no_such_account(atm) >> RemoteTransaction(atm).no_such_account;
    bad_PIN(atm) >> RemoteTransaction(atm).bad_PIN;
    ...
```
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end object Bank;

That is, the occurrence of the check_card event in an instance of the channel object class RemoteTransaction triggers the occurrence of the verify_card event in the Bank object. Please note that we include all possible instances of the class RemoteTransaction into the Bank object - an instance of RemoteTransaction represents a communication channel to exactly one instance of the object class ATM.

Now let us see how the specification of the object class ATM is modified:

object class ATM
   identification
      No:nat;
   template
      including instance R in RemoteTransaction
         where R.ATM = SELF.No as Channel;

      interaction
         variables n,p:nat; m:money;
         set_up >> Channel.open;
         check_card_w_bank(n,p) >> Channel.check_card;
         Channel.no_such_account >> bad_account_msg;

end object class ATM;

Here, we include only one instance of the object class RemoteTransaction: The one of which the key value is the same as the key value of the current instance (the identifiers are still different, though). This instance represents the communication channel between one instance of the object class ATM and the object Bank. In our language, we may also rename the instance - here, we give the name Channel to it.

Now we are able to see how the channel works. It is opened when the corresponding ATM is set up - this is specified by the clause

   set_up >> Channel.open;

Whenever the event check_card_w_bank instantiated with the suitable parameters occurs in an instance of the class ATM, then the event check_card in the corresponding channel object is called, which itself calls the event verify_card instantiated with the corresponding values for the event parameters. This is illustrated in Figure 1.

The life cycle of a channel object consists of occurrences of the communication events. All these occurrences are synchronized with the corresponding event occurrences in the Bank object and in the associated instance of the class ATM.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we showed how composite systems may be specified using the TROLL-language. We presented the basic concepts of our approach and gave a brief introduction into the language TROLL. We put emphasis on the specification of relationships between components and showed how communication relationships can be specified using the relationship concept of TROLL. We suggested to transform relationship specifications into channel objects in order to make the specification more uniform since we only have to deal with one concept after the transformation. This makes the implementation of specifications easier.
The relationship-concept of the high-level language TrOLL is regarded as being very useful. It helps to separate global properties from local properties of objects and thus supports further structuring of conceptual system specifications and reuse of encapsulated components.

For the implementation of conceptual models, however, such high-level constructs should be represented in terms of simpler concepts. We think that a structure consisting of base objects and channel objects is easier to implement since it directly represents the structure of a distributed system.
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